WEST LA DHARMA CENTER HOSTS VIRTUAL MONTHLY DHARMA GATHERINGS FOR YOUNG ADULTS (SUGGESTED AGE RANGE 18-35)

SCHEDULE FOR JAN - JUN 2021

Join us via Zoom on the following dates from 7:00p-8:30p for a short service and Dharma reflection session discussing various topics and reflecting on how they relate to “my life.” Register once at the link below. You will not need to register for each individual session. A Zoom link will be sent the day before each session.

**FRI JAN 8**
“What is the goal of Buddhism? Why should I follow the Buddhist path?”

**FRI FEB 5**
“What is the Jodo Shinshu Path? - Part 1”

**FRI MAR 5**
“What is the Jodo Shinshu Path? - Part 2”

**FRI APR 2**
“How do I know Jodo Shinshu is for me?”

**FRI MAY 7**
“What is Shinjin?”

**FRI JUN 4**
“What does it mean to be a good Jodo Shinshu Buddhist?”

Register at: HTTPS://TINYURL.COM/WLADC-YA-DRS-JANJUN2021

For questions, contact: WLADHARMACENTER@GMAIL.COM